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Abstract - Rasa siṅdūra is an important 'kupipakva rasāayana' described in several 

āyurveda classics. The texts describe several formulae for the preparation of this highly 

potent medicine, which is a mixture of pārada and gaṅdhaka . The process alters the 

color of the originally silvery white metal of mercury to a bright red color or siṅdūra 

varṇa, imparting the medicine its name. The basic ingredient for preparation of rasa 

siṅdūra is kajjalī which is a mixture of pārada (Mercury) and gaṅdhaka (Sulphur). The 

kajjalī is placed in a ‘kupi’ or a hard glass bottle coated with clay and cloth. Rasa 

siṅdūra is prepared by heating kajjalī in this kupi at extremely high but constant 

temperature for stipulated length of time. The aim of this article is to describe the 

process of preparation of Rasa siṅdūra followed today. 

 

Introduction - Several texts describe different combinations and proportions of ingredients 

for preparation of rasa siṅdūra.  

RASA means PĀRADA (MERCURY). With the unique process like kupipakva 

rasayan it changes its colour from silver shiny white to siṅdūra varna i.e. red colour. 

Rasasiṅdūra is prepared from, kajjalī baṅdha (which is mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka), 

by giving continuous and controlled heat for 24 to 72 hrs to form a solid, long lasting form.   

Basic two contents are required to prepare Rasasiṅdūra  

 1. pārada (Mercury)  And  

 2. gaṅdhaka (Sulphur) 

The mixture of these two contents is called as kajjalī. This kajjalī is placed in the kupi (A 

glass bottle is coated with cloth and clay) and heat is given for desired time. The formulation 

is a kupi pakva type of rasaayana. (medications prepared by heating ingredients in a hard 

glass bottle).There are two methods of the same described in the texts. 

1. Aṅtara dhūma method   And  

2.   Bahira dhūma method 

1. Aṅtara dhūma method  - In this process the mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka is heated in 

a hard glass bottle with its mouth sealed. The mouth of the bottle remains sealed throughout 

the entire process. Few āyurvedic physicians prefer the use of damarū yaṅtra instead of a 
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glass bottle for this purpose. This is a traditional process which requires immense skill and 

perfection.  Very few experts  prepare rasa siṅdūra by this method today.  

2. Bahira dhūma method - In this process the mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka is heated in 

a hard glass bottle with the mouth of the bottle open. An iron rod or śalākā is inserted in the 

mouth of the bottle to combust off the gases released during the process.  

Several texts indicate the use of different contents for the preparation of rasa siṅdūra. The 

basic ingredients, bhāvanā dravya, and the duration of agni (heating) required for the 

preparation as per different texts is listed below.  

SELECTION  OF FORMULA: 

There are many formulae given in the text. Some of them are as follows – (number indicate 

the proportion of the medicine to be used) 

Text Ref.  Hg Sulp

hur 

Navas

āgara 

Turtī -

Alum 

Nāga 

(Pb) 

Gher

-osā 

Bhavanā Agni 

(in Hrs) 

1-Rasayana 

sārsaṅgraha 

1 1  X X X X vatāṅkūra 

3 times 

12  

2-Yoga Ratnākara (1) 1 1 X X X X vatāṅkūra 

3 times 

12 

3- Yoga Ratnākara (2) 4 1 ½ X X X Jaṁbīra 

swarasa 

24 

4-Yoga Ratnākara (3) 2 2 1 X X X X 36 

5-Yoga Ratnākara (4) 1 3 1 X X X X 72 

6- Yoga Ratnākara (5). 1 3 X X 1/10 X X 72  

7-Sharaṅdhara Saṁhitā 1 1 1 1 X 1 Niṁbū 36 

 

One finds that there is a wide choice of supplementary ingredients and different proportion of 

pārada and gaṅdhaka suggested in the classics for the preparation of rasa siṅdūra. Even 

though the equal proportion of pārada and gaṅdhaka is considered to be the most ideal for 

preparation of rasa siṅdūra, one may select different formulae depending on the constitution 

and condition of the patient.  

It is important to confirm the purity and the authentic attributes of the ingredients used for the 

preparation. It is also important to know the source from where these are obtained. The 
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ingredients along with the process, determines the properties of the resultant preparation and 

hence one should carefully select a particular formula for preparation of medication 

beforehand. 

CLASSICAL METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF rasa siṅdūra 

Method of preparation of rasa siṅdūra: The classical method of preparation of rasa siṅdūra 

can be described as follows- 

 

INGREDIENTS: 

1. Suddha pārada ……………….1 PART 

2. Suddha gaṅdhaka …………….1 PART 

 

INSTRUMENTS 

1. Vālukā yaṅtra  2.Glass bottles  3. Muslin / cotton cloth  

4. Fine clay and water mixture   5.Wood for fire 

6.. Iron bars (śalākā)  5.Torch  6. Sheltered place for preparation 

Procedure :  This procedure is divided into 3 parts 

 1. Pre procedure 

 2. Main procedure 

 3.  post procedure 

1. PRE PROCEDURE: 

In this part all ingredients are collected and purified.  

Pārada, gaṅdhaka, navasāgara, or Alum etc. 

 

PURIFICATION OF PĀRADA –. Purification of pārada can be carried out by three 

methods. The pārada can be aṣta saṅskārita pārada, hiṅgulotha pārada or can be purified by 

triturating in garlic juice or paste. The pārada used for the present experiment was treated 

with garlic juice. It was triturated in garlic juice in a khalva yaṅtra, till the garlic juice did not 

change color or displayed its original off-white or pale yellow color.  
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PURIFICATION OF GAṄDHAKA – The amlasāra variety of  gaṅdhaka is used for this 

formulation. it is purified by the classical method of triturating in milk and ghee. Gaṅdhaka 

may also be purified with the help of māṛkava extract. This method is generally used for 

making a formulation with kuṣtha, kledahara and keśya attributes. Purification of gaṅdhaka 

with the help of triphalā kaṣāya helps mask its odor.  

 

PREPARATION OF KAJJALĪ – Pārada and  gaṅdhaka are placed  in khalva yaṅtra.  They 

are triturated together till a fine, uniform black colour mixture is obtained. This mixture is 

known as kajjalī. Bhāvanā is given after formation of kajjalī. Kajjalī should never be dried in 

direct sunlight or with an electric drier. During the process of preparation, the kajjalī changes 

colour from white – yellow → grey → to a jet-black colour. At final stage, the mixture 

becomes very fine and it may spill out if triturated with additional force. 

 

PREPARATION OF HEAT PROOF GLASS BOTTLE - A glass bottle or a flask is taken 

for making it heat proof. This bottle must be big enough to hold desired quantity of kajjalī. It 

is observed  that volume of glass bottle must be 4 times more than that of kajjalī. The bottle 

must be a round one without any angels or sharp curves. Its mouth must be at least 1 inch in 

diameter or big enough to insert an iron bar (śalākā) while burning out the deposits at the 

neck of the bottle. The neck should be long enough to hold the final product, the siṅdūra. In 

narrow and long neck bottles, fumes of gaṅdhaka get stuck easily and create obstruction. 

Hence, the neck should be wide and long. A beer bottle or port wine bottle is suitable for the 

preparation. 

The clay, which is used generally, is mulatānī (Fuller’s earth) clay. One can use clay, which 

is sticky (cikkaṇa). In some traditions salt water is added to the clay for making it more heat 

proof. A cotton cloth is used for wrapping the bottles. The cloth is soaked with  mixture of 

mulatānī clay and water and wrapped in uniform layers  over the 

glass bottle. Precaution is taken that not a single air 

bubble should trap between bottle and cloth. The second 

layer of cloth and clay is applied only after the first layer 

is completely dry.7 to 14 such layers are applied over 

the bottle as per requirement. More cloth can be 

wrapped around the bottle if the bottle is to be heated for 

a longer time. (Fig.1) 

 

PREPARATION OF VĀLUKĀ YAṄTRA - Vālukā yaṅtra is made with help of sand and 

earthen pot. Here a single glass bottle is used in one earthen pot. Medium sized grains of sand 

are used here. The author has personally preferred the use of sea sand for the making of 

vālukā yaṅtra.  (Fig.2) 

Figure 3 
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The earthen pot should be big enough to hold both 

the bottles and the sand. 1 inch thick layer of sand 

is spread at the bottom of the pot, the heatproof 

glass bottles filled with kajjalī, are then placed 

carefully over it. One inch thick sand layer at 

bottom plays major role in saving and retaining 

heat. The remaining space in the pot is filled with     

sand up to the brims of the bottles. Now the vālukā 

yaṅtra is ready to receive heat. 

      Nowadays all major pharmacies uses iron bucket instead of earthen pot. The iron bucket 

is very safe and long lasting.    

 

PREPARATION OF ŚALĀKĀ - A long iron rod, about 3 feet in length, is used as śalākā. 

One end of the śalākā is sharp and pointed and the other one is covered with wooden holder. 

The holder makes it safe to hold this rod when it is red-hot. This rod (śalākā) must be small 

in diameter than mouth of the glass bottle.  

  Śalākā is required  when gaṅdhaka evaporates and sticks at mouth and the neck of the 

bottle.  Heat the iron rod red-hot and place it near the mouth of bottle. It will catch fire 

immediately as  gaṅdhaka is highly inflammable. Precaution should be  taken while  using 

śalākā as it burns the gaṅdhaka and SO2 gas is released The gas may cause severe respiratory 

distress and hence using a mask to inhibit inhalation of  SO2 gas is very essential. 

 

BUILDING OF FURNACE - The building of a furnace requires the digging of a pit in the 

ground. A pit is dug in such a manner that its border  holds the lower half of the earthen pot. 

A tract is made to place wooden blocks and another tract is made exactly opposite to this to 

evacuate ash. Vents are made to help the fumes and gases  generated from wood fire escape 

and also for making the śalākā red-hot. The distance between the base of earthen pot and 

floor of furnace should be about 18 inches and the diameter of the pit  should equal to that of 

the earthen pot. This distance is enough for burning the wood and thus loss of fuel is 

prevented. A suitable chimney is must for this preparation. Smoke, various gasses and heat 

should have a good exit system. 

 

WOOD OR FIRE MATERIAL - Good quality dry wood is essential for this preparation. 

The temperature of furnace rises up to 1000 degree Celsius; Acacia wood is the best choice 

of wood to achieve this degree temp. Dried small pieces as well as blocks should be kept 

available throughout the time. Generally 100 to 130 kg of wood is required for a small to 

medium size furnace. This quantity of fuel is sufficient for giving heat for 24 hrs.  

Instead of wood one may use L.P.G., diesel or electric furnace for preparation. For 

controlling and recording the temperature in furnace, one can use thermometer or thermo 

Figure 4 - vālukā yaṅtra - Top view 
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couple. With these instruments one  can save the fuel as well as time. A thermometer or 

thermo couple with the range up to 500 degree Celsius is required. (Evaporation or boiling 

point of Hg is 359 degree Celsius). 

 

2. MAIN PROCEDURE: 

  The main procedure includes the gradation of the temperature or heat provided and 

the different stages of preparation. . 

 GRADATION OF FIRE: The following are the four-temperature gradient stated in texts. 

 1. Dīpāgni 

 2. Mṛdu agni 

 3. Madhyama agni 

 4. Tīvra agni  

  

Dīpāgni : In this phase where the temperature given to the earthen pot or iron bucket is very 

low, bucket becomes little hot. This phase should last for an hour. Temperature of sand 

should rise only up to 50 degrees Celsius.  

Mṛdu agni : In this phase the heat is given in such a way that the mixture of pārada and 

gaṅdhaka - kajjalī becomes wet like mud (Paṅka avasthā). One or two bubbles should be 

seen in the mixture or lines of smoke should come out of the bottle. This phase is very 

important with the Jāraṇā point of view. This phase lasts from 6 hours to 24 hours depending 

upon quantity of gaṅdhaka in the Kajjalī. Temperature should be up to 150 degrees Celsius. 

Madhyama agni : In this phase gaṅdhaka gets  evaporated. A considerable  quantity of 

smoke comes out from the bottle. Continuous red- hot śalākā should be moved around the 

neck to remove gaṅdhaka, which sticks at neck of the bottle. Gaṅdhaka burns with very 

attractive blue flame in this phase. Continuous boiling of the mixture is seen at the bottom of 

the bottle. After complete burning of gaṅdhaka the flame disappears and bottom of the bottle 

turns red. At this stage a cork is fixed at the mouth of bottle. This phase lasts from 8 hours to 

24 hours depending upon the quantity of gaṅdhaka. Temperature should be up to 250 degrees 

Celsius. 

Tīvra agni : In this phase constant, high grade heat is given. Before starting tīvra agni the 

sand surrounding the neck of bottle is removed, otherwise the siṅdūra which gets collected in 

the neck region may melt due to the heat of sand around it. As the mouth of the bottle is 

sealed, pārada which is inside the bottle sublimated to give a solid form and gets setteled at 

neck of the bottle. This pārada is red in colour. White coloured, shiny liquid pārada is 

converted to red and solid form that is known as siṅdūra. This phase lasts up to 8 hours to 24 
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hours depending upon the quantity of pārada. The temperature needed to achieve this stage is 

400 degrees Celsius. 

 

After completion of this process, the vālukā yaṅtra is allowed to cool down. Bottles must not 

be removed from the vālukā yaṅtra before it. 

 

3. AFTER PROCEDURE: This stage includes scrapping of the outside cotton cloth draped 

over the bottle and the skillful process of breaking of the glass bottle. The product should be 

thoroughly examined on various criteria’s like weight, appearance, color etc. and then can be 

put to use. 

REMOVAL OF COTTON CLOTH DRAPED AROUND THE BOTTLE : After giving 

continuous heat for 24 to 72 hrs. the cloth burns totally but clings tightly around the glass 

bottle. It is scraped and removed with a knife and the entire surface cleaned with wet cloth. 

Do not remove the plug fitted at the mouth of bottle.  

 

BREAKING OF GLASS BOTTLE: The solid mass of rasa siṅdūra, settled at the neck 

cannot come out of the bottle because of its narrow shape. So glass bottle has to broken very 

carefully in such a manner that not a single glass particle gets mixed with the final product.   

 

A cotton thread or thick cord which is soaked with kerosene is tied around the neck and 

ignited. The surface of the bottle becomes hot, single drop of water is sprinkled over it. The 

bottle cracks and breaks easily at the junction of cord. The final product siṅdūra is removed 

from neck of bottle with the help of a knife. There should be no residue remaining at the 

bottom of the bottle. (Fig 3-a and b- thread litting, c- breaking of bottle, d- getting 

siṅdūra) 

  

  
Figure 5-a      Figure 3-b 
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Figure 3-c      Figure 3- d 

The finished product or rasa siṅdūra so prepared is obtained from the neck of the bottle and 

hence is also known as ‘galastha rasāayana’. The formulation when extracted from the 

bottle is stark black in color but displays its expected red color when ground to fine powder 

or rubbed on a rough surface. The formulation is then examined for its weight and purity on 

some criteria described in the texts. 

 

 EXAMINATION OF THE PRODUCT:  

WEIGHT: Total quantity of siṅdūra obtained should be at least 1.16 times of pārada. If the 

weight of pārada and gaṅdhaka is 100 grams each, then the weight of the final product shall  

be 100 X 1.16 = 116 g. 

Low yield occurs when - 

1. Administration of excess amount of heat than required 

2. Improper Sealing of mouth of glass bottle. 

 3. Delayed madhyam agni procedure. 

 4. Unnecessary and improper use of śalākā. 

 5. Breaking of glass bottle.  

6. Improper covering of Clay and cotton on the bottle.  

COLOUR: Colour of the product must be red; it should not be black (dagdha pāka) or 

yellow red (mṛdu pāka). 

APPEARANCE: Sparkling and smooth surface from outside. It must be hard enough and 

should   turn red in colour if rubbed upon hard surface. 

ODOUR: The product should be odourless. The smell of sulphur indicates excess sulphur in 

the product.  
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Discussion: Rasa Siṅdūra is one of the important kalpana among various Rasa kalpanas. 

This kalpanā mainly consists of two processes –  

1. Jāraṇā of gaṅdhaka on pārada is done with the help of agni  and  

2. ‘Jārita pārada’ is to be sublimed at the neck part of the glass bottle. 

This ‘kaṅthastha kalpa’ i.e. the sublimed pārada kalpa at the neck of the bottle is uṣṇa, 

tīkśṇa, laghu in properties and is therapeutically used for the various actions such as pācana, 

śoṣaṇa and bhedana. 

 When such a procedure of  gaṅdhaka jāraṇā is done only with  pārada and gaṅdhaka,  

it is termed as Rasa siṅdūra, whereas when the kalpa has some other  metals like gold, silver 

etc. mixed in this kajjalī of pārada and gaṅdhaka then the sindūra is named as per metal 

(dhātū) included in the reaction e.g. ‘suvarna siṅdūra, roupya siṅdūra’ etc. When such types 

of  sindūra kalpas are prepared with the additional effects of metals, then they not only work  

like Rasa sindūra but more their inclination also goes according to the therapeutic action of 

dhātus. e.g. suvarṇa sindūra works as ‘balya rasāyana’ and tāmra sindūra as ‘lekhana, 

bhedana’. 

 Some important points to note in the preparation of Rasasiṅdūra are- 

 1. Agni prakriyā i.e. controlled and correct amount of heat.   

 2.  Duration / time period.  

Agni Prakriyā: 

While preparing Rasa sindūra, heat given to the kalpa is divided into three stages namely - 

mṛudvagni, madhyamāgni and tīvrāgni.  

a) Paṅka avasthā and phase of mṛudvagni :  

(See video clip for – Paṅka avasthā) 

In mrudvagni phase, intensity of the heat provided to the mixture of pārada and gaṅdhaka 

(kajjalī) must be such that the kajjalī will remain in ‘paṅka avasthā’. If one considers that 24 

Hrs. are required to prepare Rasa sindura then mṛdvagni must be given for 8 hrs. To maintain 

the paṅka avasthā of kajjalī for 8 Hrs. the person governing the process must maintain the 

exact needed amount of heat. If the intensity at heat decreases then paṅka avasthā  of kajjalī 

will be not be maintained and it will become dense or solid. Furthermore it takes much more 

time to regain the form of paṅka avasthā of kajjalī. This is an unnecessary wastage of time 

and fuel.  On the other hand, if the heat given becomes more than what is actually needed, 

then kajjalī crosses the paṅka avasthā, It means gaṅdhaka gets to its sublimation point and 

starts evaporating out of the bottle. This reduces the time span needed for the jāraṇa action of 
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gaṅdhaka on pārada.  Longer the gaṅdhaka and pārada stay together in paṅka avasthā,, 

pārada gains the benefit of properties of the gaṅdhaka and becomes more effective. (içáCçJççvç).  

 In short, due to more intense heat gaṅdhaka evaporates at an early stage and the 

duration of jāraṇā decreases. Due to short time of co-existence of pārada and gaṅdhaka the 

required transfusion and alterations of attributes (saṁskāra) do not take place. This 

compromises the efficiency of the final product. Hence it is very important to maintain the 

particular continuity of ‘paṅka avasthā’ for specific time period.  

 

b) Red bottom avasthā and phase of madhyamāgni :  

(See video clip for – madhyamāgni avasthā  and gaṅdhaka jāraṇa )  

After the mṛudvagni saṅskāra, one has to continue agnī saṅskāra with madhyamāgni. In 

mṛudvagni saṅskāra phase, after the completion of ‘jāraṇā’ process, gaṅdhaka which is of no 

more use has to leave the glass bottle. If one considers this as the phase of madhyamāgni 

avasthā, then following changes are expected to take place during this phase. Slowly the 

kajjalī in paṅka avasthā starts boiling. And due to increased intensity of heat (madhyamāgni ) 

gaṅdhaka remained after the jāraṇā, slowly evaporates with increasing rate. It burns with 

blue color near the neck and at the opening of glass bottle. Gradually the intensity and 

frequency of blue flame increases as the greater amount of gaṅdhaka gets burns out. After 

complete burning of gaṅdhaka, the blue flame disappears. At this stage one can see the 

continuous boiling of kajjalī in the form of small bubbles at the bottom of the bottle. In 

continuation of this stage after some more time bottom of the bottle turns red. Up to this stage 

madhyamāgni is indicated.  

Approximately the expected duration to get this phase of red bottom of glass bottle from 

paṅka avasthā is 8 hrs. If the amount of heat given, in this phase is less than expected then 

this causes waste of time. On the contrary if the intensity of heat is more than expected it 

causes the speedy evaporation of gaṅdhaka along with pārada, which also starts evaporating 

and burning at the neck of bottle. If pārada gets burn, yield of sindūra decreases and it 

contributes to less amount of medicine. So to prevent any loss of valuable medicine, one must 

be very careful to maintain the needed amount of agnī (here madhyamāgnī). During this stage 

the moderate use of red hot śalākā is indicated to keep the neck of bottle sufficiently open for 

passage of evaporating gaṅdhaka. 

 In Nut shell, one must acquire the skill of maintaining correct intensity of heat in this 

phase, which will allow only gaṅdhaka to evaporate and not pārada.  
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c) Mudrā avasthā and phase of tīvrāgnī :  

(See viedo clip for Pidhāna Avasthā)  

When the bottom of the bottle turns red hot, a cork is placed at the opening of the bottle to 

seal it, and then tīvrāgnī is given.  

Like the mṛudu and madhyamāgni, the duration of this phase is also 8 hrs. As long as the 

accuracy in these initial phases is maintained, a quality improvement of final product can be 

seen in this stage. 

 If the needed changes, expected during first two phases of mṛudvagni and 

madhyamāgni performed correctly then it normally takes 16hrs. Then it becomes easy to 

understand and estimate the duration for the third phase of tīvrāgnī. But if the changes in the 

initial phases failed in estimated time, due to any reason, then to understand the timing of this 

phase of tīvrāgnī becomes very difficult.  

 Because in this phase after placing the cork at the mouth of bottle, neither one can see 

the changes taking place inside the glass bottle nor can see pārada settling and getting dense 

at the neck of bottle. Pārada in this phase starts sublimating and this initiates the conversion 

of white colored shiny pārada to sindūra i.e. red colour. The sublimated vaporized pārada 

when reaches the comparatively cooler surface of the neck of bottle conversation of vapors of 

pārada solidifies into red color sindūra form, as per the shape of neck of bottle. 

 Thus the correct judgment of the tīvrāgnī can be better achieved only by recurring 

practice of the total procedure of siṅdūra preparation.  

 

Conclusion : The  good practice of correct intensity of agni, can only earn one a good red 

colored solid and dense structured, heavy, firm ( not easily breakable ) one piece siṅdūra. 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 


